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Abstract—Photo crowdsourcing with smartphone has attracted
considerable attention recently due to the prevalence of smart-
phones and the rich information provided by photos. In scenarios
such as disaster recovery or battlefield, where the cellular
network is partly damaged or severely overloaded, Disruption
Tolerant Networks (DTNs) become the best way to deliver the
crowdsourced photos. Since the bandwidth and storage resources
in DTN are very limited and not enough to deliver all the
crowdsourced photos, it is important to prioritize more valuable
photos to use the limited resources. In this paper, we design
a resource-aware photo crowdsourcing framework in DTN,
which uses photo metadata including the smartphone’s location,
orientation, and other built-in camera’s parameters, to estimate
the value of photos. We propose a photo selection algorithm to
maximize the value of photos delivered to the command center
considering bandwidth and storage constraints. Both prototype
implementation and trace-driven simulations demonstrate the
effectiveness of our design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of smartphones creates big opportunities

for crowdsourcing, where someone issues the request for

certain information, and others help collect, process and return

such information to the requester [5], [11], [18], [19]. An

important application of crowdsourcing is gathering pictorial

information in emergency situations [17]. In a natural disaster

or a battlefield, a command center may need information about

some specific targets (e.g., buildings). Rescuers, survivors and

soldiers in the field can use smartphones (or other mobile

devices) to take photos and upload them to the command

center. The information contained in the photos, such as the

damage of a building or the extent of flooding, helps the

command center make critical decisions on the assignment

of manpower, equipment, and supplies.

Unfortunately, the communication between the command

center and crowdsourcing participants can be extremely con-

strained in these scenarios. The cellular network may be partly

damaged or overloaded with extensive requests, and hence not

accessible to all participants. Human-carried satellite radios

may be an option, but only a small portion of participants

have satellite radios due to the high cost. As a result, it

is better to use Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) to

transfer photos among participants, and once available, use the
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cellular network or satellite connections to upload photos to

the command center. Although DTN cannot guarantee prompt

data delivery, it may be the last resort and its cost-effectiveness

also makes it a feasible solution in such resource constrained

environments.

Even with DTN, how to save resources such as storage

and bandwidth poses many challenges. Participants can take

many megapixel photos which consume a lot of storage

space. The photos may contain redundant information, or may

be irrelevant to the targets of interest. These redundant or

irrelevant data exacerbate the contention for storage resources.

Moreover, data can only be transferred when two participants

are within the wireless transmission range of each other.

Transmitting redundant or irrelevant data reduces the chance

to transmit other useful data since the wireless bandwidth is

limited and the participants may move out of the transmission

range quickly. Thus, it is important to eliminate redundant or

irrelevant photos without sacrificing useful information related

to the targets of interest.

To address these challenges, we need to tackle two separate

problems. First, we need to identify redundant or irrelevant

photos. A straightforward way is to process and recognize

photos using computer vision algorithms on participants’

smartphones. If the target is recognized in a photo (i.e., the

photo is relevant) and the photo is not similar to other photos

(i.e., the photo is not redundant), then the photo is useful. How-

ever, running computer vision algorithms on mobile devices

may take much longer time and consume a large amount of

energy, and the results may not be very accurate since the best

algorithm may not be able to run on mobile devices. Moreover,

running computer vision algorithms requires participants to

download some images of the interested targets and photos

taken by others, which consumes more bandwidth.

In this paper, we develop a photo coverage model to quantify

the value of photos in a more resource-friendly way. Specifi-

cally, a photo is characterized by its geometric metadata such

as the location, orientation, and field-of-view of the camera.

These parameters can be obtained via the embedded sensors

on smartphones, including GPS, accelerometer, magnetic field

sensor, etc. [10], [12], [27]. Since the metadata are just a

couple of floating point numbers, they are easy to transmit,

store, and analyze. Given metadata, we can quickly infer

whether and how a photo covers the targets and then determine



its value accordingly. If there are redundant photos, their

coverage will overlap and their value will be reduced.

The second problem is how to incorporate the value of

photos into routing, so that the most useful photos are pri-

oritized to use the limited storage and bandwidth resources.

There are some existing utility-driven routing algorithms for

DTN [2], [3], [13], and simply using photo coverage as the

utility metric and running their algorithms could enable us to

prioritize photos based on their individual coverage. However,

this simple solution does not consider the redundancy between

photos. If two similar photos both have high coverage, those

algorithms will prioritize both photos in routing, without

considering that it is only meaningful to deliver one of

them. This unique feature, caused by the redundancy (or

coverage overlap) between photos, motivates us to develop a

photo selection algorithm different from previous utility-based

approaches. Our algorithm considers both the coverage overlap

between photos and the contact opportunities related to user

mobility. It prioritizes the storage and transmission of the most

useful photos, and thus significantly increases the value of the

photos delivered to the command center.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows.

• We propose a resource-aware photo crowdsourcing

framework based on DTNs, including a photo coverage

model and a photo selection algorithm.

• The photo coverage model quantifies the value of photos

using lightweight metadata. It is much more resource-

friendly compared to computer vision techniques.

• The photo selection algorithm considers the coverage

overlap between photos, which is unique for photo crowd-

sourcing and has not been addressed in previous utility-

based routing algorithms.

• We evaluate our design through experiments based on

Android smartphones and through extensive trace-driven

simulations. The results demonstrate that our resource-

aware framework works well in practice and significantly

increases the value of the crowdsourced photos.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the photo coverage model used to estimate the value

of photos, and Section III details the photo selection algorithm.

The prototype implementation is shown in Section IV, and the

trace-driven simulations are presented in Section V. Section VI

reviews related work, and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PHOTO COVERAGE MODEL

In this section, we introduce the model used to estimate the

value of photos (called photo coverage).

A. PoIs and Photos

The command center has some Points of Interest (PoIs) it

wants to observe. It issues a PoI list containing the coordinates

of the PoIs, and spreads it to as many participants as possible

through DTN or other communication networks. The PoI list

is denoted as X = {x1, x2, x3, · · · }, where each xi is a PoI.

Without ambiguity, xi also means the location of the i-th PoI.
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(a) Point coverage (b) Aspect coverage

Fig. 1. (a) For point coverage, PoI x is covered by photo f , so Cpt(x, f) = 1.

(b) For aspect coverage, aspect #”v1 is covered by photo f since ∠( #”v1,
#”

xl) < θ.
#”v2 is not covered since ∠( #”v2,

#”

xl) > θ. In fact, all the aspects in the darker
area are covered by photo f , so Cas(x, f) = 2θ.

Each participant has some photos in the smartphone, called

his/her photo collection. A photo collection is denoted as

F = {f1, f2, f3, · · · }, where each fj is a photo. A photo

f is characterized by a tuple (l, r, φ,
#”

d ), called metadata.

Here l is the location where the photo is taken. r is the

coverage range of the camera, beyond which people can hardly

identify anything in the photo. φ is the field-of-view of the

camera, which determines how wide the camera can see.
#”

d
is the orientation of the camera when the photo is taken. It

can be expressed as a vector coming out from the camera

and vertical to the image plane. These four parameters are

obtainable from smartphone APIs and built-in sensors, and

they jointly determine the coverage area of a photo (gray area

in Fig. 1(a)).

B. Point Coverage and Aspect Coverage

The crowdsourced photos should cover the PoIs. In tradi-

tional sensor networks, a target is covered if it is inside the

coverage area of a sensor. Similarly, a PoI is covered if it is

inside the coverage area of a photo, referred to as point cov-

erage. For a PoI x and a photo collection F = {f1, f2, · · · },

point coverage Cpt(x, F ) = 1 if x is in the coverage area of

any fj from F ; otherwise Cpt(x, F ) = 0.

If Cpt(x, F ) = 1, PoI x can be found in photo collection F .

However, it is not clear how x appears in the photos. If the PoI

is a building, we may see its front view, side view, or even back

view. This is quite different from traditional sensor coverage,

where the relative angle of sensors and targets does not matter.

From the command center’s perspective, only seeing the PoI is

not good enough, and it is better to view the PoI from multiple

directions so as to obtain omnibus information.

Therefore, we introduce aspect coverage to capture this

unique property of photos. An aspect of a PoI, denoted by
#”v , is a vector that can be represented by an angle in [0, 2π).
Angle 0 represents the vector pointing to the right (east on the

map), and it increases in the clockwise direction. For example,

in Fig. 1(b), #”v1 and #”v2 are two aspects with angle 270◦ and

190◦, respectively.

Aspect #”v of PoI x is covered by photo f if the following

conditions hold: x is inside the coverage area of f , and the

angle between #”v and
#”

xl is less than a predefined threshold θ
(called effective angle). Here

#”

xl is the vector from the PoI to

the camera, representing the viewing direction of the camera.



Then for a PoI x and a photo collection F , we have aspect

coverage Cas(x, F ) =
∫ 2π

0
1F (v)dv, where 1F (v) = 1 if #”v

is covered by any fj from F , or 0 otherwise.

Aspect coverage shows how many aspects of a PoI are cov-

ered in the photos. With larger aspect coverage, more different

views of the PoI can be seen, and thus more information can

be obtained about the PoI. However, only considering aspect

coverage may cause problems. A photo collection may have

large aspect coverage on some PoIs but leave many other PoIs

completely uncovered. Thus, we should first consider point

coverage to ensure more PoIs are covered, and then maximize

the aspect coverage of those PoIs.

C. Photo Coverage

Photo coverage combines point coverage and aspect cover-

age, and gives point coverage higher priority.

Definition 1 (photo coverage). Given a PoI x and a photo

collection F , photo coverage Cph is defined as

Cph(x, F ) = (Cpt(x, F ), Cas(x, F )),

where Cpt(x, F ) and Cas(x, F ) obey lexicographical order.

In other words, Cph1 > Cph2 if and only if 1) Cpt1 > Cpt2

or 2) Cpt1 = Cpt2 and Cas1 > Cas2.

The above photo coverage is defined for one PoI. For a

PoI list X = {x1, x2, · · · } and a photo collection F , photo

coverage Cph is defined as

Cph(X,F ) =

(

∑

xi∈X

Cpt(xi, F ),
∑

xi∈X

Cas(xi, F )

)

.

In the rest of this paper, photo coverage is always calculated

for the same PoI list, so we omit the notation X and use

Cph(F ) to denote the photo coverage of F .

Discussions: When a target is more important than other

targets, or when a particular angle of a target (e.g., main

entrance of a building) is more important than others, we can

easily extend the above definition to assign different weights

to different PoIs, or different weights to different aspects of

a PoI. For example, if a PoI has weight w, a photo covering

it has point coverage w instead of 1. Then, photos covering

more important PoIs will have higher coverage, and thus will

be prioritized in routing.

The value of photos can be affected by factors other than

coverage. For example, a photo that is blurred or has improper

brightness may not be useful even though it has good coverage.

Also, the value of photos may diminish with time. These

factors are highly application-dependent and hence is out of

the scope of this paper. The applications could either use a

continuous function to quantify those factors together with

our photo coverage model, or use a binary threshold to filter

out unqualified photos before using our model.

III. PHOTO SELECTION ALGORITHM

In this section, we first describe the optimization problem

considered in this paper. We identify and address two impor-

tant design challenges, and then present our photo selection

algorithm.

A. Problem Description

At the beginning of a crowdsourcing event, the command

center issues a PoI list describing its interests and a deadline

indicating how long the PoI list will be valid. Before the

deadline, photos are selected and delivered to the command

center through DTN and other communication links. Specifi-

cally, when two nodes (participants) move within the wireless

communication distance (Bluetooth or WiFi), they are in

contact and photos can be transmitted between them. The

command center can be seen as a special node, denoted by

n0, who can receive photos from other nodes when cellular or

satellite connections are available.

Before the deadline, the command center has received a

collection of photos F0. Our objective is to maximize its photo

coverage, i.e., max Cph(F0), under the following constraints:

1) limited contact opportunities and limited bandwidth in

DTN, 2) limited availability of cellular and satellite connec-

tions, and 3) limited storage space of smartphones.

A centralized solution to the above problem will not work

because the contacts among DTN nodes are not known a priori.

Therefore, to maximize Cph(F0) in a distributed way, nodes

should optimize their local photo collections by exchanging

photos with each other whenever a contact happens. This

local optimization is the core of our photo selection algorithm,

which will be presented in Section III-D. However, such

optimization requires accurate calculation of photo coverage,

which poses two new challenges. First, due to coverage

overlap, the coverage of a photo depends not only on itself, but

also on the presence of other photos. We address this challenge

by proposing a metadata management scheme in Section III-B.

Second, when a photo is in DTN, its potential value to the

command center depends not only on its photo coverage, but

also on how likely it can be delivered to the command center.

We address this challenge by introducing expected coverage

in Section III-C.

B. Metadata Management

Due to coverage overlap, the coverage of a photo depends

on the presence of other photos. For example, a photo’s

coverage will decrease if another photo already covers the

same PoI. To calculate photo coverage accurately, it is essential

to take the presence of other existing photos into account.

To this end, nodes should share the metadata of their photos

with each other whenever a contact happens. Thus, every

node maintains its knowledge about the metadata of every

other node. Such metadata is cached and used later for photo

coverage calculation. Note that when the metadata of the

command center is shared, it works as an acknowledgment,

telling nodes which photo has already been delivered to the

command center.

Caching metadata costs very little storage space, but cache

validation is a big challenge. After the node whose metadata

has been cached leaves after a contact, its photos may change



when it meets other nodes. However, these changes may not

be known to those who have cached the metadata. Such

inconsistency cannot be solved by traditional cache validation

schemes due to the low connectivity of DTN. To address this

issue, we propose a metadata management scheme as follows.

The inter-contact time Tab between two nodes na and nb

has been shown to have exponential decay for many mobility

models (e.g., random waypoint and Brownian motion) and real

traces [4], [7], [30]. Hence, to capture the contact patterns of

nodes (e.g., rescuers in the same team contact more often), we

assume Tab to be exponentially distributed with parameter λab.

Then, the inter-contact time between node na and any other

node is a random variable Ta = minnb 6=na
Tab, so it follows

exponential distribution with parameter λa =
∑

nb 6=na
λab.

In a contact between na and nb, na sends nb its photo

metadata and parameter λa learned from historical contacts.

Later, when nb wishes to use na’s metadata to calculate the

coverage of its photos, it computes the time elapsed since their

last contact, denoted as t. Then it calculates the probability that

na has met another node within time t as

P{Ta < t} = 1− e−λat. (1)

The outcome P{Ta < t} is compared with a predefined

threshold Pthld. If it exceeds the threshold, the metadata is

considered invalid and removed from the cache, because there

is a high probability that node na has already met another node

and therefore has updated its photos. Otherwise, the metadata

of na is valid and can be used to calculate photo coverage.

The value of Pthld is currently determined by simulations. It is

difficult, if not impossible, to theoretically evaluate its effect,

because it is hard to estimate how many photos have been

updated during a contact.

C. Expected Coverage

By our model, the value of a photo can be estimated by its

photo coverage. However, for photos in DTN, it is not clear

if the photo coverage can be achieved since these photos may

never reach the command center. Thus, the potential value of

a photo depends not only on its photo coverage, but also on

how likely it can be delivered to the command center.

We address this issue by jointly considering the photo cov-

erage and the probability of data delivery from a node to the

command center. To this end, we compute delivery probability

as defined in the PROPHET routing protocol [16]. The delivery

probability from node na to node nb is a probabilistic metric of

how likely na can deliver a packet to nb. It is computed based

on three heuristics: 1) the delivery probability should increase

if two nodes encounter each other; 2) the delivery probability

should decrease if two nodes do not encounter for a while;

3) if the delivery probability from na to nb is high and that

from nb to nc is high, then the delivery probability from na

to nc is also high (transitive property). The exact calculation

of delivery probability can be found in Section III-A of [16].

Here, we use the delivery probability from ni to the command

center n0, denoted as pi, as an indicator of how likely ni’s

photos can be delivered.

Intuitively, if we multiply a photo’s coverage by the proba-

bility that it is delivered, the result will be the expectation of

the achieved coverage, referred to as the expected coverage.

Compared to the original photo coverage, the expected cover-

age is a better estimate of a photo’s value, because it takes into

account whether or not the photo can actually be delivered.

However, the above definition of expected coverage only

works for one single photo. It does not consider the possible

coverage overlap between this photo and other existing photos.

To consider the coverage overlap between photos and thus

assess the value of photos more accurately, we extend the

above definition of expected coverage to a set of photos, as

detailed below.

In a contact between na and nb, the two nodes can assess

the value of their photos by calculating expected coverage. To

consider coverage overlap between photos, expected coverage

is calculated for a node set M that contains all nodes of which

na and nb have valid metadata. First, M includes na and

nb. Second, M includes the nodes whose metadata is valid

according to equation (1). Third, M also includes n0 because

it is important to consider what has been received by the

command center. We assume the command center does not

drop photos, and thus the metadata of n0 is always valid. The

expected coverage of node set M is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Expected Coverage). Given a node set M =
{n0, n1, · · · , nm−1}, let Fi and pi be the photo collection

and the delivery probability of node ni (i = 0, 1, · · · ,m− 1),
respectively. Also let bi ∈ {0, 1} denote whether node ni can

deliver its photos to the command center. Then a binary string

B = b0b1 · · · bm−1 denotes one possible outcome with regard

to whether each node can deliver its photos. The probability

of this outcome is

PB =

m−1
∏

i=0

pbii (1− pi)
(1−bi).

In this outcome, the photo coverage obtained by the command

center is

CB = Cph

(

⋃

bi=1

Fi

)

.

Hence, the expected coverage of M is defined as Cex(M) =
∑

B∈{0,1}m PB · CB .

As an example, with m = 3, node set M = {n0, na, nb}.

Since the command center always reaches itself (b0 = 1), we

have four cases, B = 100, 101, 110, 111. Therefore,

Cex(M) = Cph(F0) · (1− pa)(1− pb)

+Cph(F0 ∪ Fb) · pb(1− pa)

+Cph(F0 ∪ Fa) · pa(1− pb)

+Cph(F0 ∪ Fa ∪ Fb) · papb. (2)

From formula (2) we can see two advantages of using ex-

pected coverage. First, it always considers the photos already

received by the command center (F0). Second, it considers all



possible cases about whether the nodes can reach the command

center. In this example, there are two nodes (na and nb), and

each node may or may not reach the command center. Each of

the four possible cases is considered with a weight indicating

its probability of happening.

Via Definition 2 we calculate the expected coverage of the

nodes in M . Since our initial purpose is to assess the value of

photos in na and nb. we also denote Cex(M) as Cex(Fa, Fb)
to emphasize that purpose.

D. Photo Selection Algorithm

Recall that our objective is to maximize the photo coverage

obtained by the command center. To achieve this goal in a

distributed way, nodes should maximize the potential value

(i.e., expected coverage) of their local photo collections by

exchanging photos with each other. Specifically, when two

nodes na and nb are in contact, they reallocate their photos to

maximize the expected coverage Cex(Fa, Fb). The reallocation

is based on a selection pool that contains all the candidate

photos, Fa ∪ Fb = {f1, f2, · · · , fk}. Let sj be the size of

photo fj . We have the following photo reallocation problem.

max Cex(Fa, Fb),

subject to

k
∑

j=1

yjsj ≤ Sa,

k
∑

j=1

zjsj ≤ Sb,

where yj , zj ∈ {0, 1} means whether photo fj is selected into

node na or nb. Sa and Sb is the storage size of na and nb.

The above problem is NP-hard since the standard 0-1

knapsack problem can reduce to it. Also, its objective function

Cex(·) is non-convex due to coverage overlap: the coverage of

a photo depends not only on itself, but also on other existing

photos. This makes the photo reallocation problem even more

challenging. Here, we propose a greedy algorithm to solve it.

Without loss of generality we assume pa > pb, i.e., node na

has more chances than nb to deliver photos to the command

center. Thus, na should have higher priority to select photos.

We first fill up the storage of na by solving the following

problem.

max Cex(Fa, ∅),

subject to

k
∑

j=1

yjsj ≤ Sa. (3)

It is a non-convex optimization problem, so the solution

is based on greedy heuristics. In each step of selection, one

photo from the selection pool is selected and stored in na,

such that the current expected coverage Cex(Fa, ∅) is greedily

maximized. The selection proceeds for the remaining part of

the selection pool until na’s storage is full or no more benefit

can be achieved.

Afterward, node nb selects photos to its storage by solving

a similar problem to (3). nb considers what na has selected

by maximizing Cex(Fa, Fb). Thus, nb may not choose photos

that are similar to (or the same as) those stored in na.

This happens when na can reach the command center with

a high probability, i.e., pa is large. However, nb uses the

same selection pool as na, that is, the original Fa ∪ Fb. It

is possible that nb selects a photo fj that is already stored in

na (yj = zj = 1). This happens when fj is very useful but

na cannot deliver it with a high probability.

The above algorithm assumes that the contact duration is

long enough to complete the required photo transmission. In

some cases, the assumption may not be valid; i.e., the contact

duration is too short to transmit all required photos. With

such network constraints, the algorithm should be adjusted

as follows.

First, the two contacting nodes run the above algorithm to

obtain a solution that maximizes the expected coverage. The

solution can be different from their current photo collections.

Then they transmit photos between each other so that their

photo collections gradually become the same as the solution.

To do this, the photos in the solution are considered one by

one, in the order that they are selected. Specifically, we start by

considering the first photo selected to na in the solution (given

pa > pb). If the photo is already in na’s photo collection, no

transmission is needed. Otherwise, the photo is currently in nb

and is transmitted to na. Then we consider the second photo

selected to na and check whether a transmission is needed.

Similarly, all photos selected to na are considered and na’s

photo collection finally becomes the same as the solution.

After that, the same operation proceeds for nb. The contact

may end at any time during this process, and any unfinished

transmission will be discarded.

IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype to test

whether our photo selection algorithm works for real photos.

It is based on a Google Nexus 4 running Android 4.2, and

it enables automatic metadata acquisition when a photo is

taken. In the following, we explain how photo metadata is

automatically generated, and then present a demonstration with

real photos taken from the phone.

A. Generating Metadata

Photo metadata includes GPS location, field-of-view, cov-

erage range, and orientation. We discuss how these four

parameters are generated automatically and accurately.

GPS location is easily accessible via built-in GPS receivers.

Common GPS errors of 5-8.5m should be tolerable for big

objects like buildings and roads [29]. Field-of-view may vary

from photo to photo, but it can be accurately obtained via

Android camera API [1].

Coverage range is the distance beyond which objects are no

longer sufficiently recognizable in the photo. It is very difficult

to estimate because recognizability is not a quantitatively

defined concept, and it depends on many factors such as focal

length, lens and camera vibration. Among these factors the

most important one is focal length f . An object becomes

larger in an image in the same rate as focal length increases.

Therefore, we set coverage range r ∝ f . We also know by
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Fig. 2. (a) Screenshot of the programmed phone. (b) We take 40 photos and
assign them to 8 nodes in the trace. The locations and orientations of the
photos are shown in V shapes, where the photos assigned to different nodes
have different colors.

photography that f ∝ cot(φ/2), where φ is the field-of-

view, so r ∝ cot(φ/2) = c cot(φ/2). The remaining problem

is to determine coefficient c, which largely depends on the

requirement of applications. As the objects in our experiments

are buildings, we set c to be 50m. Thus, for field-of-view

φ ∈ [30◦, 60◦], coverage range r ∈ [87m, 187m]. We find that

for our purpose, objects taken within this coverage range are

generally recognizable.

Orientation is a critical factor in our model so it has to

be computed accurately. We adopt the method in SmartPhoto

[27], which involves the use of accelerometer, magnetic field

sensor and gyroscope. When a photo is taken and the phone

is held static, the accelerometer measures the gravity direction

and the magnetic field sensor measures the ambient geomag-

netic field. These two measurements can be used to calculate

an estimate of orientation. Since this method is susceptible to

noise and errors, gyroscope is used as a compliment to improve

accuracy. Gyroscope measures the rate of phone rotation. If

the rate is multiplied by the period of time between two

gyroscope readings, the result is the change of orientation.

Thus, gyroscope provides another estimate of orientation, and

the two estimates can be linearly combined to produce a more

reliable result. This result is further enhanced by orthonormal-

ization, and the final outcome achieves a maximum error of

five degrees.

B. Demonstration With Real Photos

We apply the proposed photo selection algorithm to real

photos to see the selection results. To run the selection

algorithm, we extract the contact information among 9 nodes

from an existing DTN trace, MIT Reality. The MIT trace

records the contacts among users carrying handheld Bluetooth

devices. The devices periodically detect their peers nearby,

and a contact is recorded when two devices move into the

transmission range of each other. Among the 9 nodes, 8

of them represent crowdsourcing participants, and the other

one represents the command center. It can be considered

as a rescuer carrying a satellite radio or a data mule that

periodically moves back and forth between the area and the

command center. We use the last 48 contacts among the 9

nodes to run the algorithm and collect photos, and use all

previous contacts to learn the delivery probability of nodes.

Furthermore, we take 40 photos using the programmed

phone and assign five of them to each crowdsourcing par-

ticipant in the trace, as if the node took these photos for

(a) PhotoNet (b) Spray&Wait

(c) Our scheme

Fig. 3. Photos delivered and aspects covered.

the crowdsourcing task. The locations and orientations of the

photos are shown in Figure 2(b) in V shapes, where the photos

assigned to different nodes are in different colors. The target

(PoI) is a historic church near the center of the area.

Based on the photo metadata and the contact trace, we

simulate the photo crowdsourcing process using three different

algorithms: our scheme, PhotoNet, Spray&Wait. PhotoNet

[22] is a picture delivery service that prioritizes the transmis-

sion of photos by considering location, time stamp, and color

difference, with the goal of maximizing the “diversity” of the

photos. Spray&Wait [20] is a classic DTN routing protocol

that balances resource utilization and delivery ratio. It is used

to represent a set of general-purpose DTN routing protocols

that do not differentiate packets by their content.

In real crowdsourcing applications, a participant may pos-

sess hundreds of photos while the peer-to-peer communication

bandwidth is at 1MB/s level and the smartphone storage is at

1GB level. In our experiments a participant has much fewer

(five) photos, so the bandwidth and storage constraints must

be scaled down accordingly. We limit the number of photos

that can be transferred in a contact to be three and the number

of photos that can be stored in a device to be five.

Figure 3 shows the photos delivered to the command center

at the end of the trace. For photos covering the target, dashed

lines show their viewing directions and gray areas show the

covered aspects (effective angle θ = 40◦). Both PhotoNet

and Spray&Wait deliver 12 photos because there are four

contacts between the participants and the command center, and

three photos are transferred in each contact. PhotoNet delivers

photos that are diverse in terms of location, time and color

histogram, and thus the delivered photos spread across the

area. However, it does not have much information about the

target, with only two photos covering 160◦. Spray&Wait does

not consider photos by their content, and the results are not

good either. Three of the 12 photos cover 171◦ of the target.

Among the three schemes, ours has the best performance.

Although 12 photos can be delivered, six of them are not

helpful for increasing the photo coverage. Thus, our scheme

only delivers the six most useful photos, which cover 346◦ of

the target.

Figure 4 shows the real images delivered by our scheme.

As can be seen, the photos cover the church from different



Fig. 4. Images delivered by our scheme.

angles, showing a quite complete view of the church. Having

complete information about the target is important in a disaster

recovery scenario, where the command center needs to identify

any damage related to the building and determine whether it

is safe for survivors. The images delivered by the other two

algorithms are not shown due to space limitation. From the

photo metadata and the aspect coverage shown in Figure 3, it

is clear that they are not as good as those delivered by our

scheme.

V. TRACE-DRIVEN SIMULATIONS

Real photo crowdsourcing applications have a much larger

scale than our demonstration. In this section, we use trace-

driven simulations to further evaluate the performance of our

photo selection algorithm.

A. Simulation Setup

We assume participants move in a 6300m×6300m square

region, like a town or the central area of a city. The command

center issues a list of 250 PoIs randomly located in the region.

The contact information between participants is retrieved

from two traces: MIT Reality and Cambridge06 [15]. Similar

to the MIT trace, Cambridge06 records the contacts among

users carrying handheld Bluetooth devices. The devices pe-

riodically scan their peers nearby and record a contact if a

peer is discovered. The scan interval for the MIT trace is five

minutes, and the scan interval for the Cambridge06 trace is

two minutes.

Participants may be able to communicate with the command

center through various ways such as DTN links, satellite

radios, etc. To simulate such links, we randomly pick about

2% of the total participants and assume they can communicate

with the command center. They can be rescuers in a disaster

area or commanders in a battlefield who have satellite radios,

or they can be data mules that move back and forth between

the interested area and the command center.

Photos are randomly generated by the participants. Photo

metadata and other simulation settings are shown in Table I.

B. Comparing With Other Schemes

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our

scheme by comparing it with other solutions. The evaluation

is based on the MIT trace, and the performance is measured

TABLE I
SIMULATION SETTINGS

Parameter Notation Value*

photo size 4MB

effective angle θ 30◦

orientation
#”

d [0◦, 360◦)
field-of-view φ [30◦, 60◦]
coverage range r [50, 100] cot(φ/2)m
valid threshold Pthld 0.8

PROPHET Pinit, β, γ 0.75,0.25,0.98

# of nodes 97/54

simulation time 300/200 hr

*A range means that the value is randomly gener-

ated in that range; two numbers with “/” means the

value in the MIT/Cambridge06 trace.

in terms of the point coverage and aspect coverage obtained

by the command center (normalized by the number of PoIs).

Each data point is the average of 50 simulation runs.

The proposed photo selection algorithm (called our scheme)

is compared with the following schemes.

• BestPossible: There is no storage or bandwidth constraint

for this scheme. The only constraint is contact opportu-

nity. Nodes will try to replicate every useful photo to

everyone, and achieve the best possible coverage.

• NoMetadata: Disable the metadata caching and metadata

management component from our scheme.

• Spray&Wait: The binary spray and wait protocol with

four allowed copies, as described in [20].

• ModifiedSpray: It is based on Spray&Wait. When a node

transmits photos to another node, it transmits the photo

with the most photo coverage first. When a node receives

a photo and its storage is full, it first removes the photo

with the least photo coverage.

Fig. 5 shows the results, where the storage size is 0.6GB and

the number of created photos is 250 per hour. As time goes,

more photos are delivered and thus the coverage increases. Our

scheme covers 70% of PoIs after 150 hours of crowdsourcing.

This time would be significantly shorter in real world appli-

cations because there could be much more participants than

those in the DTN traces.

Comparing the five schemes, BestPossible provides the

performance upper bound, and our scheme performs close to

it with a maximum of 10% less point coverage and 17% less

aspect coverage. NoMetadata performs worse than our scheme,

which shows that metadata caching and metadata management

can improve performance even though the inter-contact time

used in metadata management does not strictly follow expo-

nential distribution in real traces. Spray&Wait has the worst

performance because it is designed for routing general data and

does not consider which photo is more useful. At 150 hours, it

has 49% less point coverage and 69% less aspect coverage than

our scheme. ModifiedSpray outperforms Spray&Wait because

it considers the coverage of photos. However, like previ-

ous utility-based routing algorithms, ModifiedSpray prioritizes
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Fig. 5. Comparing our scheme with other four schemes.

photos by their individual coverage without considering the

overlap (redundancy) between photos. This is why it still

underperforms our scheme. At 150 hours, ModifiedSpray has

26% less point coverage and 38% less aspect coverage than

our scheme.

C. The Effects of Short Contact Duration

We usually assume the contact duration is long enough

to do the required photo transmission. In this subsection,

we evaluate how our scheme performs under short contact

duration. The transmission bandwidth is set as 2MB/s, which

can be achieved by Bluetooth 3.0+hs, WiFi ad hoc mode,

and WiFi Direct. Thus, a 10 minute contact results in 1.2GB

transmission capacity, enough for the transmission between

two nodes with 0.6GB storage.

The results are shown in Fig. 6. Since 10 minutes means no

limit on the contact duration, its performance is the same as

before. When the contact duration is reduced to 2 minutes, the

performance only decreases by about 1%. This is because our

scheme prioritizes the transmission of important photos, and

thus those photos are still delivered to the command center

even though the contact duration reduces by 80%. Nonethe-

less, the performance drops faster when the contact duration

is further reduced and becomes insufficient for transmitting

important photos. In the 30 seconds case, only 5% of the

photos can be transmitted, and the performance degrades to

a similar level of ModifiedSpray with 10 minutes duration.

In sum, our scheme maintains good performance unless the

contact duration is drastically reduced (e.g., by 95%), in which

case the performance is still comparable to ModifiedSpray

with 10 minutes duration.

D. The Effects of Storage Capacity

In this subsection, we evaluate the effects of storage ca-

pacity. At the end of a simulation run, the point coverage

and aspect coverage obtained by the command center are

recorded (normalized by the number of PoIs). We also record

the number of photos delivered to the command center.

Fig. 7 summarizes the results, where the number of gener-

ated photos is 250 per hour. Fig. 7(a)(b)(c) is based on the MIT

trace and Fig. 7(d)(e)(f) is based on the Cambridge06 trace.

From Fig. 7(a)(b)(d)(e), we can see that increasing storage

capacity generally improves photo coverage since more photos

can be delivered to the command center. For our scheme and

NoMetadata, the performance is improved mainly because

with larger storage space, a useful photo has more copies
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Fig. 6. The effects of short contact duration.

stored in different nodes, and thus it is more likely to be

delivered. However, ModifiedSpray is not affected too much

by storage space since the number of copies for a photo is

limited to four.

Fig. 7(c)(f) shows the number of delivered photos in log-

arithmic scale. In our scheme and NoMetadata, photos are

transferred to the command center only if they can contribute

to the photo coverage. Thus, the number of delivered photos

in our scheme and NoMetadata is dramatically less than that

in ModifiedSpray and Spray&Wait.

E. The Effects of the Number of Generated Photos

The number of generated photos has two opposite effects:

1) network and storage contention is exacerbated with more

generated photos; and 2) photo coverage can be increased

if more useful photos are generated and received by the

command center.

Fig. 8 summarizes the results, where the storage size is

fixed at 0.6GB. As shown in Fig. 8(a)(b)(d)(e), our scheme can

significantly improve the point coverage and aspect coverage

when more photos are generated. This is because our scheme

is able to select an increasing amount of useful photos from

an increasing amount of candidate photos, and thus the good

effect (more candidate photos) overcomes the bad effect (more

contention). Similarly, NoMetadata and ModifiedSpray follow

the same trend because they consider photo coverage and thus

can select useful photos from candidate photos. Spray&Wait

fluctuates because it cannot select useful photos from candi-

date photos, hence suffering from the exacerbated resource

contention.

Fig. 8(c)(f) shows the number of delivered photos in log-

arithmic scale. Again, our scheme and NoMetadata deliver

much fewer photos than the other two schemes. However,

these photos achieve good coverage and contain little redun-

dancy. Consider the case where 250 photos are generated per

hour in Fig. 8(c). Our scheme delivers around 800 photos to

the command center. Since there are 250 PoIs in total, on aver-

age each PoI is covered by 3.2 photos. With 30◦ effective angle

(Table I), the 3.2 photos would cover 3.2 × 2 × 30◦ = 192◦

if they do not overlap with each other at all. In fact, from

Fig. 8(b), we can see that the actual aspect coverage on each

PoI is about 180◦, which shows that the redundancy between

the 3.2 photos is only 12◦.

To summarize the simulation results, our scheme performs

close to the best possible results where no bandwidth or stor-

age constraint is enforced. Our scheme significantly outper-
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(f) Photos delivered

Fig. 7. The effects of storage capacity. (a)(b)(c) are based on the MIT trace and (d)(e)(f) are based on the Cambridge06 trace.

forms Spray&Wait, which represents a set of general-purpose

routing protocols that do not consider packet utility in routing.

Our scheme also outperforms ModifiedSpray, which is similar

to previous utility-based approaches in that they prioritize

packets by their individual utility, without considering the

overlap (redundancy) between photos.

VI. RELATED WORK

Sensor coverage has attracted lots of research [8], [9], [21],

[28], from which we borrow the concept of point coverage and

apply it to define our photo coverage. We also use the concept

of aspect coverage proposed by Wang et al. in [24], [23], [25],

where a point is full-view covered if it has 2π aspect coverage.

This idea is important because it goes one step further from

traditional sensor coverage to photo coverage: a photo not only

shows an object, but also its front, side and back views.

To deliver photos to the command center, this research is

also related to DTN routing. Early works in DTN routing

assume that packets are equally important, and thus do not

differentiate packets based on their content [20], [16], [14], [6].

Those works are not suitable for the scenario considered in this

paper, where the value of each photo is different and must be

considered in routing. More recent works consider the utility

of packets and prioritize packets with high utility in routing

decisions [2], [3], [13]. For example, [2] uses several variations

of delay as the utility; [13] uses the average delay and the

average delivery rate as the utility; and [3] routes prefetched

webpages to DTN nodes, so it uses the probability that a link

is actually clicked as the utility. A common property of the

above utility metrics is that the utility of one packet is not

explicitly affected by the presence of other packets. However,

the utility metric in our work, photo coverage, is different. The

coverage of a photo can change dramatically depending on the

presence of other similar photos. Hence, existing utility-based

approaches are not suitable for maximizing photo coverage.

SmartPhoto [27], PhotoNet [22], and CARE [26] are three

closely related papers as they also study photo crowdsourcing

or photo delivery. SmartPhoto assumes that reliable commu-

nication such as cellular network is available to all users, and

then develops centralized photo selection algorithms running

on the server. Instead, our solution considers DTN scenarios,

and thus we have to consider both photo coverage and delivery

probability, and select photos in a distributed way. PhotoNet

is a picture delivery service that prioritizes the transmission

of photos by considering the location, time stamp, and color

difference, with the goal of maximizing the “diversity” of

the photos. Compared to their model, we consider direc-

tion and angle information, which are very important and

unique features for photos and enable us to develop much

finer optimization models. CARE leverages image similarity

detection algorithms to eliminate similar-looking photos, and

thus increase the delivery capability of DTNs. While those

algorithms can detect similarity in terms of pixels, they do not

necessarily detect similarity in terms of content or semantics.

In comparison, our photo coverage model can detect a broader

scope of similarity at a much lower computational cost, which

is critical in resource constrained DTN scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the photo crowdsourcing problem

in scenarios like disaster recovery and battlefield, where the

cellular network may be partly damaged or overloaded with

extensive requests. As a result, photos related to points of

interest have to be transmitted to the command center through

DTNs. Due to storage and bandwidth limitations, nodes need

to select and transmit the most useful photos, and we proposed

to use photo metadata including the smartphone’s location,
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Fig. 8. The effects of the number of generated photos. (a)(b)(c) are based on the MIT trace and (d)(e)(f) are based on the Cambridge06 trace.

orientation, and other built-in camera’s parameters, to estimate

the value (coverage) of the photos. Then, we proposed a

photo selection algorithm to maximize the photo coverage

obtained by the command center. Results based on a proof-

of-concept prototype and extensive simulations demonstrated

the effectiveness of our design.
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